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THE TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL MEETING 

The twenty-seventh annual meeting of the South Carolina 
Historical Association was held Saturday, April 6, 1957, at 
Presbyterian College in Clinton. Sixty-two members and 
more than thirty guests were in attendance. 

The morning session followed an informal coffee hour. 
Paper readers were Elizabeth H. Davidson and Robert S. 
Lambert. Discussion leaders were Lucia Daniel and Robert 
W. Barnwell. 

At the noon business session the Treasurer's report was 
read and accepted. A motion to increase the price of the 
Proceedings to library subscribers from $1.00 to $2.00 was 
passed, as was a motion to allow student membership in the 
Association at $2.00. C. E. Cauthen and J. H. Easterby spoke 
concerning the work of the State Archives Commission. Mrs. 
Arney R. Childs reported on the accomplishments of the 
South Carolina Tercentenary Committee. The President an
nounced that the 1958 meeting of the Association would be 
held at the University in Columbia. 

The following officers were elected for 1957-1958: Presi
dent, Thomas B. Alexander; Vice President, Anne King 
Gregorie; Secretary-Treasurer, Jack K. Williams; Editor of 
the Proceedings, Daniel W. Hollis. Charles Anger and New
ton B. Jones continued as members of the Executive Com
mittee. C. H. Cauthen continued as the Association's member 
of the South Carolina Archives Commission. 

Two papers were read at the afternoon session. These were 
by Richard H. Chowen and Arthur H. DeRosier. George A. 
Rogers and Lowry ·ware served as discussion leaders. The 
impromptu reaction to Mr. DeRosier's paper was especially 
lively and noteworthy. 

At 5 :00 P. M. members of the Association were guests of 
Dr. and Mrs. Marshall W. Brown at a tea held in their home 
on the Presbyterian College campus. 

The Association banquet was held at 7 :00 P. M. in the 
College Dining Hall with Bell I. Wiley, Professor of History 
at Emory University, as the main speaker. Professor Wiley's 
informative and entertaining talk, "I Take Pen in Hand," 
was a discussion of the letters written by enlisted soldiers of 
the Confederate and Union armies. 
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HARRY LEGARE WATSON 

The South Carolina Historical Association lost by death in 
November, 1956, one of its charter members, the distinguished 
editor-publisher, historian, lawyer, and civic leader, Harry 
Legare Watson. 

Mr. Watson, a graduate of the University of North Caro
lina and the recipient of honorary degrees from the Univer
sity of South Carolina and Lander College, was for half a 
century the editor of the Greenwood Indem-Journa.l. Through 
his courageous and far-sighted editorials incalculable service 
was rendered South Carolina. During the same period his 
great love of history was evidenced by the many important 
and revealing books, pamphlets, and monographs pertaining 
to the history of South Carolina. 

His civic, religious, and political interests indicated a 
great capacity for public service. He was a member of the 
Board of Trustees of the Greenwood schools for forty years, 
a trustee of Fur.man University, a trustee of the Baptist 
Church, and two times a delegate to the Democratic National 
Convention. His advice and counsel were sought by many 
and given in a most generous manner. 

In the passing of Harry L. Watson the State has lost a 
valuable citizen and recorder of its past, the press has lost 
an outstanding and fearless leader, and our association has 
lost a worthy member. 

Whereas, the late Dr. Harry Legare Watson of Greenwood, 
a member of this Association, died during the last year, and 
whereas Dr. Watson was a great lover of the State of South 
Carolina and its history, and whereas Dr. Watson contrib
uted substantially to the field of State history, 

Therefore, be it resolved, that this resolution be printed 
in the Proceedings of the Association in order to show the 
high esteem in which he was held by the members. 



HISTORY AS THE CORE OF THE LIBERAL 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 

ELIZABETH H. DAVIDSON 

Not long ago a professor of plant physiology in the grad
uate school of a large American university began to suspect 
that however able his students might be in their fields of 
concentration, they knew very little about the world of the 
past or its relation to the present. In order to test his hy
pothesis he listed ten names of historic persons and events 
and subjected fifteen "unsuspecting Ph.D. candidates" to 
the ordeal of identifying them. Of the fifteen he found that 
eleven could identify with reasonable accuracy the Treaty of 
Versailles, ten the Koran, seven Plato, six the Renaissance 
and five the Reformation; five also correctly placed Voltaire 
and four Bismarck; two only could say what either the Mon
roe Doctrine or the Magna Carta was, and one alone recalled 
the de'Medici family. A graduate of one of the largest state 
supported institutions answered none of the questions cor
rectly. While the test may have been regrettably unscientific, 
still the conclusion of the professor is worth considering. 
"Perhaps," he says, "we are overtraining both under-graduate 
and graduate students to the detriment of their education."1 

It is without doubt true that liberal education in the secon
dary schools and colleges of America has suffered at the 
hands of curriculum makers in favor of the vocational, tech
nical and professional courses. The demands of business and 
industry have put a premium on the specialist and penalized 
the young person who is so ill-advised as to take a liberal 
arts degree, so that the colleges and universities have yielded 
to the pressure. Fortu,ne found in 1953 that less than a third 
of the men who received their first degrees in the preceding 
year could be said "by any stretch of the definition" to have 
received a general education, and that a steady decline was 
occurring in all categories of liberal arts and basic social 
science courses.2 

That this works to the detriment of business itself is recog
nized by some leaders in that field. And a few top-level ad
ministrators in colleges are beginning to reassert not only 
the desirability, but the necessity for liberal education to fit 
men to live in a free society. President A. Whitney Griswold 
of Yale University, in his Essays on Edu.cation) states that 

1 "Horticulture v. Culture," in Scientific American, CXCI (Dec., 1954), 60. 
2 "Should a Business Man Be Educated?" Fortune, XLVII (April, 1953), 

113-114. 
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the purpose of higher education is "to carry on the quest for 
the ultimate truths concerning man and his place in the uni
verse that began with the ancient Greeks and Hebrews ... 
and to prepare our students not just for intellectual or voca
tional pursuits but for the whole life as free men in a free 
society."3 

The very meaning of the term "liberal arts" has been lost 
to the mass of college students, but Griswold reminds us that 

it means, and has meant from the beginning, the arts or 
studies becoming to a free man. Their purpose in our 
education system was well stated by John Stuart Mill 
when he said it was to make 'capable and cultivated 
beings. . . . Men are men before they are lawyers or 
physicians or manufacturers; and if you make them 
capable and sensible men, they will make themselves 
capable and sensible lawyers or physicians.'4 

Vocational training is here to stay, however, and if liberal 
education and the type of personality it produces are also to 
survive a compromise must be reached. This was recognized 
by Dr. Donald C. Agnew, president of my own college, near
ly fifteen years ago, when he wrote: 

Instead of fighting a losing battle for individual courses 
and requirements, might it not be better to consolidate 
the liberal studies along historical lines in order to pre
sent a consistent and comprehensive perspective through 
which to observe the new problems of contemporary 
society?5 

A study of the degree requirements at Coker and at many 
other colleges and universities showed that a student might 
graduate without ever coming face to face with many of the 
most important ideas produced by past generations and pro
foundly influencing our own. Two personal experiences in 
recent years illustrate this point. A brilliant young graduate 
of one of the South's leading men's colleges who has since 
completed his Ph.D. in Chemistry, stated in a summer school 
class in twentieth century history that he had never heard 
the nature of communism and capitalism discussed in any 

a Dorothy Woodward, "AAUW Support of Liberal Education and the 'Gen
eral Education' By-Law," Journal of the American Association of University 
Women, XL VIII, 22. 

'New York Times Book Review, Aug. 29, 1954. 
• Donald C. Agnew, "A Suggestion for Curriculum Revision at Coker Col

lege." MS. in possession of the author. 
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undergraduate class he had attended during his four years 
in college. Another summer school student, a high school 
teacher of business subjects and a graduate of a well-known 
institution, in the course of a discussion of the Nazi perse
cution of religious groups, asked, "What do Jews believe? 
Are they Catholics?" As the professor of plant physiology 
observed of his students, these young people had been trained 
at the expense of their general, and genuine, education. 

Under the leadership of President Agnew the Coker facul
ty undertook a study of the problem of how to provide an 
adequate general education for our undergraduates without 
reducing the effectiveness of training which leads toward 
vocation or profession. Although the general education pro
grams of many colleges and universities were examined the 
course which evolved from this faculty action at Coker was 
not a duplication of any of them. It was recognized that one 
lack from which most such programs suffer is the absence of 
any means of leading the student to see the interrelation of 
the several areas of knowledge. It soon seemed evident that 
the historical approach was the logical one to make, in that 
history serves as the common matrix binding together past 
developments in all areas of science, arts and the humanities. 
The time perspective is as important in understanding the 
development of ideas as that of events, and seeing the evo
lution of the several areas of human activity in their proper 
chronological juxtaposition inevitably leads to better under
standing of the interchange of influences among them. Yet an 
examination of some of the more popular texts in the history 
of art, of music, of science, philosophy and religion indicates 
that they generally suffer from a deficiency in relating their 
disciplines to the whole trend of history. Occasionally they 
present gross misinformation for which the student will have 
no corrective unless accident offers it through some conven
tional history course. 

Conversely, the trend in history survey courses has been 
for many years to expand from a narrative of political and 
military events and ideas into one which seeks to interpret 
the whole life of the past. Increasingly "political and social" 
or "political and cultural" have become the descriptive ad
jectives in the titles of survey courses and textbooks. But 
the limitations of six semester hours allotted the survey 
course never permit teacher or textbook to do much more 
than catalog the names of many of the most significant 
:figures in the intellectual and cultural growth of civilization. 
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As a random example, an examination of one of the most 
widely used texts for college survey courses in world history 
shows that it devotes forty-three pages to a chapter on "Sci
ence, Reason and Enlightenment" during the period 1550-
1800. In this section there are listed twenty-four scientists, 
six musicians, :fifteen artists, eleven philosophers and twenty 
literary :figures, or a total of seventy-six names of men emi
nent for their contributions in the fields mentioned.6 

Within the limitations of space necessary in such a text 
the treatment is excellent, but it would not be practicable 
in a six-hour survey to denote more than three class hours 
to the subject matter covered in this chapter. If each man 
received a proportionate share of attention this would aver
age two minutes each. Or, if the instructor chose only some 
ten names from the list, he would find himself disposing of 
such notables as Sir Isaac Newton, Johann Sebastian Bach, 
Rembrandt van Rijn, Voltaire, Rousseau, Locke, Mozart, 
Goya and Lavoisier in :fifteen minutes each, while he experi
enced the frustration of knowing that his students would 
probably never understand the contributions of any of the 
other sixty-six. There are few freshmen or sophomores
and they are the ones who take survey courses-able to mas
ter such concepts as the inductive method, Leibnitz' monad 
theory or Descartes' dualism simply by reading descriptions 
of a hundred words or so, or even by having recourse to other 
accounts sufficiently brief to enable them to cover several 
major concepts in one lesson. 

And yet putting into the survey text even this much ma
terial on intellectual and artistic developments made it 
necessary to reduce the space devoted to the political history 
of Europe in the Age of Absolutism from 1650 to 1775 to a 
mere thirty pages, which, if time were proportionately dis
tributed, would allow two class periods for dealing with all 
the political events from the Peace of Westphalia to the 
American Revolution. 

Another problem in teaching such a survey course lies in 
the sense of inadequacy which the average history instructor 
feels when confronted with the necessity of interpreting to 
his students the trends in non-political :fields. Are there any 
courses required for the history Ph.D. which insure an under
standing of the art style of ancient Assyria, the characteris
tics of the Greek tragedy, Plato's theory of ideas, or the 

• T. W. Wallbank and Alastair Taylor, Civilization, Past and Present (Chi
cago, 1949), I, 38-81. 
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influence of stoicism, all of which, and many more like them, 
are topics in the first hundred pages of one of the most useful 
survey texts which has recently appeared.7 Or does the in
structor find himself at home with the naturalistic French 
novel of the nineteenth century, the avant garde- in painting, 
Wagnerian music-drama and the philosophic aspects of the 
idea of will as expre-.ssed by Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and 
Henry James-all of which he will need if he uses the second 
volume of this excellent text.8 

But these are only a few of the ideas with which students 
must have at least a speaking acquaintance if they are to 
form an integrated picture of the past and realize the sources 
and relationships of the ideas which shape our world today. 
So it seemed desirable to the Coker College faculty to weld 
some of the fundamental elements of the several disciplines 
of the fine arts, liberal arts, sciences and social sciences into 
one course with history as its logical core. Accordingly, in 
1946 the curriculum committee of the College introduced 
an interdepartmental course, coordinated through the His
tory Department, and offering six semester hours credit for 
each year, or a total of twenty-four hours. The course begins 
with the presentation of scientific theories about the origin 
of the earth and man and extends to the mid-twentieth cen
tury. Its scope includes the fundamentals of social, political 
and economic history, the world's great religions with par
ticular emphasis on the Judeo-Christian tradition, philos
ophy, literature, music, art and architecture, and the sciences, 
as they have developed in Western Civilization. This ma
terial is treated in fairly large units considered chronologi
cally. In the freshman year the first semester is limited to 
the origins of civilization in the Middle East; the second 
semester is devoted almost entirely to the Greek world. The 
Sophomore year covers, in sequence, units on the Roman 
world, the Middle Ages and the period of Renaissance and 
Reformation. The third year extends from the religious wars 
through the Age of Absolutism in the first semester and 
covers the period from 1789 to about 1850 in the second. The 
senior year is given over to the last hundred years, with the 
First World War serving as a dividing point. 

The material for each of the subject matter areas is pre
sented by the head of the department concerned in lectures to 

• Crane Brinton, John B. Christopher and Robert Lee Wolff, A History of 
Civilization (New York, 1955), I, 3-103 passim. 

• Ibid., II, 333-360 passim. 
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all the students studying the unit. The lectures are followed 
by small classes, meeting under an instructor whose func
tions are to help the student establish relationships between 
the subjects of the lectures and both the historical setting 
and the other subjects studied; to lead students into discus
sion of assigned readings and lecture topics, and to help them 
form the habit of evaluating ideas; and to give the tests and 
quizzes necessary for grading student achievement. 

In each of the large units of the course the fundamentals 
of political history are presented :first as a groundwork to 
which the other subjects may be related. For example, the 
:first semester of the junior year opens with a block of ten 
lectures and :five class discussion and quiz periods beginning 
with the era of Philip II in Spain and the French Wars of 
Religion. It covers the Thirty Years' War, the struggle for 
parliamentary supremacy in England, the Age of Louis XIV, 
the rise of Russia and the rivalry of Austria and Prussia, 
down to the Peace of Paris of 1763. It also includes a con
sideration of such political theories as those of Bossuet, 
James I and John Locke, and undertakes to lay a foundation 
for understanding the intellectual rationalism of the Age of 
Enlightenment. 'l'he class then takes up a block of the same 
length on literature, with emphasis on seventeenth century 
classicism and eighteenth century rationalism. Readings are 
from source materials primarily in both these units. This is 
followed by a block of nine lectures on music from the early 
seventeenth century to the death of Bach and Handel. Then 
baroque architecture and the painters from Durer and 
Brueghel the Elder on through the great Dutch Masters and 
the French and Spanish schools are treated in a block of six 
lectures. There are also four lectures on the rise of modern 
science and six on the rational and empirical philosophers 
from Descartes to Hume. This is approximately the scheme 
followed in each semester unit, although the allotment of 
time to each department varies with the importance of the 
period under consideration to its particular :field. 

After the first experimental year this course was made 
mandatory for all candidates for a degree and has continued 
so since that time. Quite naturally many problems arise in 
the development of any course that represents a departure 
from the traditional type. One is simply the mechanical 
problem of scheduling. It was found desirable to set aside 
the :first morning hour for lectures, scheduling no other 
classes that would produce a student conflict with Oiviliza-
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tion lectures or require department heads to teach them. The 
fact that students attend section or class meetings as well 
as lectures in this course means that they have more than 
the traditional three hours a week attendance. At first there 
was some question as to the justification of this procedure, 
and some of the faculty associated with the course feel that 
as a result it should receive more than six semester hours 
a year credit. But when it became clear that the demands 
for student preparation, including the lecture as a part of 
that activity, did not exceed that normally expected for a 
six-hour course, the idea was accepted, and it is no longer 
cause for comment. 

Another problem is the placing of extra burden on the 
lecturers. The heaviest load in this respect does not exceed 
forty or forty-one lectures in any one year, except in the 
case of the History Department, where the load is higher. 
For the eleven participating lecturers the average is twenty
five lectures a year, or twelve or thirteen a semester. For 
each department head these lectures come in blocks ranging 
from one to a dozen in sequence, and the blocks are scattered 
throughout the year. In one or two cases this may constitute 
a real burden, but for most it does not bring the teaching 
load above the normal amount. Perhaps the fact that the lec
turer has none of the onerous duty of grading papers and 
that he is otherwise exempt from 8 :30 classes is some com
pensation. In any case, the interest of the faculty in the 
success of the course has been such that lecturers have given 
full cooperation in the most wholehearted way. 

Another problem in the mechanics of the course is the 
need for a syllabus or study guide as a means of coordinating 
the work. It was realized from the outset that the College 
would have to use the resources it already possessed in 
creating the course, since no considerable additional appro
priation for it was expected. For this and other reasons, no 
syllabus available seemed suitable and the task of developing 
one of our own was undertaken. After full discussion, agree
ment was reached among departments on the general areas 
to be covered and the division of time to be allowed each. 
Then the lecturer in each case prepared material to be in
cluded in the syllabus. It was the task of the coordinator of 
the course to schedule the lectures and therefore to arrange 
the parts of the syllabus in suitable sequence. Because of the 
great variation in character of subject matter no effort was 
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made to produce uniformity of style. By keeping the ma
terial in mimeographed form it has remained easy to amend, 
add to, or revise it whenever a lecturer wishes. 

The syllabus is the only book the student is required to 
purchase, although he is encouraged to buy inexpensive edi
tions of classic works in a number of fields. The college 
library makes available multiple copies of all materials as
signed. Certain phases of the course have also led to an 
increasing use of audio-visual materials, although there 
is less available in history than in the arts, literature and 
music. Projectors have become a standard part of lecture
room equipment. 

The key problem, however, is that of providing satis
factory instructors for the class sections. This is a task of 
the History Department, and it was undertaken with the 
full realization of the difficulties involved. Where, indeed, is 
the historian who is adequately prepared to conduct discus
sion on art, literature, philosophy, science or religion? The 
History Department from the outset accepted the fact that 
its members would have to gain at least a sufficient under
standing of these fields to deal with the material at under
graduate levels. By diligent attendance at lectures with the 
students, by much reading, and constant conference with 
our colleagues who head other departments, those of us who 
taught sections during the early years of the course gradual
ly gained competence in the subject matter we had to handle. 
At least we felt far more competent than we did in earlier 
survey courses when we first had to attempt to interpret 
the cultural material embodied in the texts. Then, as it be
came necessary to secure new instructors, individuals were 
sought who already had as much breadth of preparation as 
possible, and were employed with the understanding that 
a certain amount of "on the job" training was necessary. 
This is the most important problem to be met in any course 
in which integration of subject matter is undertaken. The 
failure to comprehend the fundamentals and appreciate the 
values in any discipline other than one's own would be fatal 
to the success of such a course. 

The civilization course which I have described is now in 
its eleventh year of operation. It is always difficult to meas
ure the results of teaching, and so it is not possible to offer 
proof of the superiority of this type of course. But in general 
it can be said that our students recognize the value of the 
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civilization course while they are in college and take pride 
in it. More significant, perhaps, are the many statements of 
continued appreciation that come from alumnae who have 
graduated since it was introduced. The course has not, and 
I trust will not, take on any final set form, for that would 
rob it of vitality. Each year brings certain modifications and 
presents some new problems. But while recognizing that it 
is a compromise solution to the conflict between liberal and 
vocational education, we believe that it offers the best com
promise that we know how to make, and that the students 
who major in business and science, physical education, ele
mentary education, the social sciences, languages, religion, 
and even history, are getting a better general education as 
a result than our college could possibly have given them 
twelve years ago. 



THE REPOSSESSION OF GEORGIA, 1782-1784 

ROBERT S. LAMBERT 

Although Georgia was not affected by the Revolutionary 
movement as early as several other colonies, she joined her 
sisters in resistance to British authority. In January, 1776, 
the royal governor, Sir James Wright, was arrested by the 
Georgia Council of Safety. Wright escaped to a British ship 
and eventually returned to England to await the restoration 
of royal authority in Georgia. The revolutionists then set 
about consolidating a government. 

Late in 1778, a British force recaptured Savannah, and 
within a month had occupied most of the State. Only stub· 
born resistance by a few ardent Whigs in Wilkes County 
above Augusta enabled this one area to remain as a base of 
operations.1 

In the wake of the triumphant British army Sir James 
Wright and other officials returned to Georgia to restore 
Royal government. ,vright was generous in his efforts to 
bring Georgians back to their former allegiance. A disquali· 
fying act, pertaining to political rights of leaders in the 
rebellion, was passed, but there is no record of property 
confiscation.2 

During British occupation the Whig government of Geor
gia, based upon the Constitution of 1777, had been at best a 
makeshift affair. Not only had it been forced to move from 
place to place, but factional rivalries undermined the execu
tion of its policies.3 

The apparent hopelessness of the Revolutionary cause in 
Georgia was soon relieved by military events elsewhere. 
Continental troops and state militia units under the com· 
mand of General Nathaniel Greene turned to the task of 
recovering interior posts held by British, Tory and Indian 
forces in South Carolina and Georgia. In June, 1781, Au
gusta fell to American forces, and in the ensuing months a 
small army composed of Continentals, South Carolina troops, 
and Col. James Jackson's Georgia Legion began to operate 
west of the Savannah River under the command of General 

1 E. M. Coulter, Georgia: A Short History (Chapel Hill, 1947), chaps. 
xi-xii. 

• Kenneth Coleman, "Restored Colonial Georgia, 1779-1782," Georgia His
torical Quarterly, XL (March, 1956), 1-20, is an excellent recent account of 
the royal restoration. 

8 Coulter, op. cit., chap. xiii. 
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"Mad Anthony" Wayne. While too small to wrest Savannah 
from British hands, this force was able to restrict severely 
the activities of Tory bands and Indians and to isolate the 
city from the interior.4 

Improvement in the military situation enabled the prin
cipal organs of State government to convene at Augusta in 
Aug11st, 1781. The unicameral legislature, the House of 
Assembly, chose Nathan Brownson as governor and elected 
a Supreme Executive Council as provided by the Constitu
tion. 5 The Assembly restored citizenship to a number of 
persons who had accepted British protection but who now 
agreed to support the State; it also confiscated the property 
of those who continued to remain with the British lines.6 

When the new Assembly met early in 1782, British military 
control over Georgia was confined to Savannah and its im
mediate vicinity. John Martin was elected governor and an 
Executive Council chosen for the ensuing year. On the advice 
of General Wayne, a proclamation was issued by Governor 
Martin which offered "full pardon and protection" to those 
who would join Wayne's force until the British surrendered 
or were expelled. Persons who currently held high office 
under royal authority, those accused of treason by previous 
Whig legislatures, and a select list of those who had shown 
particular zeal under British occupation were to be excepted 
from such leniency.7 

A number of persons applied for pardons and were formed 
into a regiment which served under Major John Habersham 
until the signing of the definitive treaty of peace. Indeed, 
General Greene, anxious to neutralize as much enemy war 
potential as possible, warned Governor Martin that the legis
lature by a policy of reprisals against the "disaffected" 
might cause stiffened resistance on the part of the Tories.8 

'Christopher Ward, The War of the Revolution (2 vols.; New York, 1952), 
II, 839-840. 

• Allen D. Candler (ed.), The R evolutionary Records of Georgia ( 3 vols.; 
Atlanta, 1908), III (Journal of the House of Assembly), 31-35. (Herinafter 
referred to as H.J., R.R., III.) 

• This act can be found in A. D. Candler and Lucian Lamar Knight (eds.), 
The Colonial Records of the State of Georgia (26 vols., Atlanta: 1904-1916), 
XIX (Statutes, Colonial and Revolutionary, 1774-1805), 142-151. (Hereinafter 
referred to as C.R., XIX.) 

• See Wayne to Martin (copy), Feb. 19, 1782; extract from Wayne to Mar
tin, March 15, 1782; and Martin's proclamation (copy) of Feb. 20, 1782, all 
in the Joseph Vallence Bevan Papers, 1782-1798 (Georgia Historical Society, 
Savannah). 

• Lilla M. Hawes (ed.), The Papers of James Jackson, 1781-1798. Vol. XI 
of the Collections of the Georgia Historical Society (Savannah, 1955), 26-27. 
See also extract from Greene to Martin, March 12, 1782, in Bevan Papers. 
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As time passed, however, more frequent contact was estab
lished between the British garrison in Savannah and its 
watchful adversaries. American officers went into the city 
on "public business."9 And in June, Sir James Wright gave 
permission to a group of merchants of the city to visit Gen
eral Wayne's headquarters on private business.10 

When the British decided to abandon Savannah in July, 
1782, they were neither assisted nor impeded by American 
forces. The Assembly was aware that an opportunity was 
thus provided for the British to take their own and others' 
property with them. Numerous attempts were made to re
cover property claimed by Whigs under flags of truce. The 
legislature empowered the Commissioners of Confiscated 
Estates to purchase Negroes on account for the State from 
those persons embarking from within the enemy's lines. Gen
erally these efforts were in vain. The various units of the 
British fleet which evacuated the King's troops and subjects 
lay off Tybee Island for several days before sailing away to 
Charleston, New York and the West Indies. Upon the evacua
tion of Charleston in December, 1782, many former Geor
gians found temporary refuge in St. Augustine.11 

The problem of supplies for Continental and State troops 
was aggravated by years of poor crops and the devastation 
caused by regular and partisan forces. A plan was negotiated 
by the Assembly with a group of "British merchants"-those 
who had been allowed to remain behind to settle their affairs. 
The arrangement enabled the procurement of dry goods for 
"one hundred and fifty Per Cent on the Prime Cost ... pay
able in twelve Months, ... " 12 A committee of the Assembly 
made particular efforts to prevent speculation in scarce com
modities such as salt, and the governor was authorized to 
embargo the shipment from Savannah of salt and other vital 
supplies.13 

For many months there was no safety in rural Georgia for 
citizens engaged in peaceful pursuits. The roads were infested 
by marauding bands of former Loyalists who had fled Savan
nah for other parts of the state. One of the principal areas 

• Candler (ed.), The Revolutionary Records of Georgia, II, 336. (Herein
after referred to as E.C. Min., R.R., II.) 

1° Copy of safe conduct, June 17, 1782, in Telamon Cuyler Collection (Uni
versity of Georgia). 

11 H.J., R.R., III, 119-120. The author has been able to find few accounts of 
the evacuation. The best appears to be that in Hawes (ed.), Jackson Papers, 26. 

12 H.J., R.R., II, 142. 
ia Ibid., 133-134. 
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in which these bandits operated was the Ogechee River set
tlements in the interior of Burke County, west and north of 
Savannah. Here the notorious Sam Moore preyed upon un
protected travelers and settlers despite the best efforts of 
local militia companies to defend them.14 The attorney gen
eral was able to ride circuit in that country only under 
armed escort. Grand juries gave vent to their grievances 
against "skulking plundering parties from Florida" whose 
haunts were the road from Savannah to Augusta.15 In a 
charge to the Burke County grand jury in 1784, Chief Justice 
George Walton decried the "private animosity and an irre
ligious thirst for revenge" which led to violence and murder. 
The jury replied by presenting the names of four widows for 
"harbouring Bartlow Rowlings and Cud Mobley, enemies of 
this State and out-liers," and those of several men who had 
traded with another outlaw.16 

Georgia authorities reacted strongly to such violence. A 
list of bandit leaders was published by the Executive Coun
cil; any soldier who killed one of the outlaws was to be re
leased from his "term of enlistment" and receive the sum 
of ten guineas.17 Efforts were made to get assistance from 
the British authorities in East Florida to stop the trouble 
at the source. Georgia's governors Martin in 1782, and Lyman 
Hall in 1783, carried on correspondence with Governor Pat
rick Tonyn of East Florida in which they professed desire 
for peaceful relations between the areas. But the marauding 
continued with both sides equally guilty of ravaging the 
other's settlements along the St. Mary's River.18 The subse
quent transfer of the Floridas to the Spanish made little 
difference in conditions in this sparsely inhabited region, 
an area where non-existent law enforcement was abetted by 
bitter memories of past atrocities. 

There could be small hope for a return to law and order 
in Georgia so long as so many of her citizens remained out 
of the State. As early as March, 1782, Governor Martin pub-

.. See the report from Capt. Patrick Carr to Governor Martin (copy), July 
11, 1782, Bevan Papers. 

10 The Gazette of the State of Georgia (Savannah), Nov. 20, 1783, contains 
the Richmond County grand jury presentments. Cited as Georgia Gazette. The 
file used was on microfilm from the Georgia Department of Archives and His
tory, Atlanta. The originals are in the Georgia Historical Society. This was 
the only newspaper published in the state during the period 1783-1785. 

1 • Ibid., Oct. 30, 1783; April 8, 1784. 
17 E.C. Min., R.R., II, 384-385. 
•• See Tonyn to Hall, March 20, 1783; petition of St. Mary's River settlers 

to Tonyn (copy), Sept. 20, 1782, in Cuyler Collection. 
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licly urged absent citizens to return to the State.19 As :fight
ing died down many prominent Whigs who had held high 
civil and military office under the State or Continental au
thority returned and resumed planting or business.20 The 
State's records, spirited away in order to keep them out of 
British hands when the enemy seized Savannah, were not 
brought back from "the Northward" until June, 1784.21 

It took some time for various military units to be dis
banded and even longer for soldiers to receive a portion of 
what was due them in pay and allowances. With virtually 
no hard money in the State's coffers the Assembly distributed 
land and slaves abandoned by or seized from persons listed 
in the various confiscation acts. Eighty-two Negroes of all 
ages were parcelled out to the officers of the Georgia Legion 
and to Governor Martin in 1782.22 Such generosity did not 
fail to attract the attention of the officers of the Georgia Con
tinental Line, whose persistent demands for recognition of 
their services eventually resulted in a large grant of land 
by the Assembly.23 In the following year, particularly after 
the receipt of word that preliminary articles of peace had 
been signed with Great Britain, procedures were instituted 
for auditing payrolls and accounts. When members of the 
Georgia Battalion were discharged in December, 1783, they 
were given back pay in certificates on the credit of the 
State.24 In the following year the Assembly passed a land 
act by which militiamen were paid in land in the newly 
created Franklin and Washington counties.25 There was 
little war materiel to be disposed of, although an auction 
was held to sell "The GEORGIA STATE GALLEY, Called 

19 E.C. Min., R.R., II, 320. 
20 See Clay to Nathaniel Hall, April 16, 1783; Clay to John Willcock, April 

22, 1784, in The Letters of Joseph Clay Merchant of Savannah, 1776-1793. Vol. 
VIII of the Collections of the Georgia Historical Society (Savannah, 1913), 
184-185, 211. 

21 Georgia Gazette, June 10, 1784. 
22 Candler (ed.), Revolutionary Records of Georgia, I, 602-607. 
23 See the letters to McIntosh, a Brigadier-General in the Georgia Continental 

Line, from his former officers, Feb. 8, 1783 (copy), and March 19, 1784 (copy); 
and from McIntosh to Col. Pannill, Aug. 25, 1784; to Gov. John Houstoun, 
Sept. 1, 1784, and to Major Milton, Sept. 3, 1784, in Lilla M. Hawes (ed.), 
"Papers of Lachlan McIntosh, 1774-1799," Georgia Historical Quarterly, in 
nine parts, XXXVIII-XL (June, 1954-June, 1956), Part VIII (March, 1956), 
67-68 ; 79-80 ; 85-86 ; 86-87 ; 88. 

" See the Auditor's advertisement in the Georgia Gazette, March 6, 1783, 
and that of the Adjutant of the Georgia Battalion, ibid., Jan. 1, 1784. 

2 • Alex M. Hitz, "Georgia Bounty Land Grants," Georgia Historical Quar
terly, XXXVIII (Dec., 1954), 337-348, is a thorough analysis of Georgia's 
bounty land legislation. 
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the Sailor's Delight, together with all her Tackle, Furniture, 
and Apparel."26 

The Assembly and the Executive Council responded to 
pleas for relief from survivors of the war dead and victims 
of partisan plundering by issuing rations of corn and salt 
from the stores of the Commissary General of the State. 
Two hundred barrels of rice were made available to the un
fortunate inhabitants of Liberty County where the destruc
tion of property by Whig and Tory alike had reached im
mense proportions.27 

No phase of the repossession of Georgia was more difficult 
than the recovery of property left unattended for many years. 
The clearly announced plan of the Whigs to confiscate Loyal
ist property made supporters of the Crown eager to take 
with them anything that could possibly be moved, and what 
was left behind was largely real estate. In a sense this was 
an even exchange : real property of Loyalists left behind 
would be used for the benefit of the Whigs, while personal 
property of Whigs was removed by Loyalists, but the Whigs 
never appreciated the justice of this arrangement. The un
settled condition of affairs also gave rise to opportunities for 
destitute and unprincipled persons to steal and change the 
brands on horses, cattle and hogs.28 And the raiding parties 
from Florida continued to prey on the unprotected coast 
where they robbed plantations of Negroes, furniture, rice 
and other valuable property.29 

The Whigs were unrelenting in their efforts to recover 
their property. As early as January, 1781, one Blassingame 
Harvey was authorized to take possession of Negroes and 
other property "clandestinely conveyed ... into the Northern 
States," and to account to the Governor and Council for it.30 

A New Yorker, who had served in Georgia, Col. Anthony 
Walton White, offered his services at no extra charge except 

•• Georgia Gazette, Sept. 4, 1783. 
27 See the petition of Grace Lyons, Aug. 21, 1782, in Cuyler Collection. Others 

are in H.J., R.R., III, 209. The appropriation of rice is also in ibid., 251. 
2• E.C. Min., R.R., II, 341; 317-318. 
•• Lachlan McIntosh wrote to General Greene, Oct. 30, 1782 (copy), of raids 

which robbed William McIntosh of "a Boat Seven Negroes & some Household 
Furniture ... "; also of the theft from "Mrs. Morel of thirty Negroes & other 
Effects," in Hawes (ed.), '·Papers of Lachlan McIntosh, Part VII, loc. cit., 
XXXIX (Dec., 1955), 363-364. See Georgia Gazette, Feb. 6, 1783, for accounts 
of the stealing of Negroes, flour, rice and other provisions. 

•• E.C. Min., R.R., II, 303. 
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expenses to those who wished him to recover their property 
held by the British in that city.31 

The Floridas provided the principal refuge for Georgia 
Loyalists. Steady streams of Tories and property of all de
scriptions flowed southward from the back settlements.32 

In East Florida they were joined by those who had aban
doned Savannah by sea, and the later evacuees via Charles
ton. The principal efforts of government and private citizens 
in Georgia were bent toward the recovery of property in 
that area. 

The embargo on the movement of persons and goods out 
of the State was lifted for individuals who applied for per
mission to go directly to St. Augustine to claim property. 
Georgia citizens were authorized by the Executive Council 
to purchase Negroes "from British subjects, later residents 
of Georgia and now in East Florida."33 Governor Martin 
sought aid from Governor Tonyn of East Florida, but the 
latter treated such overtures cooly because he felt that 
Georgia's confiscation policies were responsible for the trou
bles of her citizens. He did confer with commissioners from 
Georgia on matters of interest to his province. Some Georgia 
slaveholders were convinced that British authorities had no 
intention of aiding Americans to recover their property. 
Their views appeared to be substantiated when a Court of 
Admiralty in East Florida ruled that it lacked jurisdiction 
because most of the property involved had been taken on 
land.84 

It is probable that any success achieved in recovering 
property was due largely to the efforts of private individuals. 
Thus Governor Hall was able to recover eight slaves through 
the good offices of a personal friend who resided on the 
St. John's.35 Occasionally notices appeared in the Georgia 
Gazette that ships under flag of truce from St. Augustine 
were bringing as part of their cargoes slaves belonging to 

• 1 Georgia Gazette, July 31, 1783. 
•• See the report of Patrick Carr to Governor Martin, July 22, 1782 (copy), 

Bevan Papers. 
•• E.C. Min., R.R., II, 401; 388-389 . 
.. See Tonyn to Hall, July 28, 1782, enclosing report of Georgia Commis

sioners to Hall, Dec. 5, 1782 (copies), in Bevan Papers. The decision of the 
Court of Admiralty is noted in a copy of a letter from officers of the Georgia 
Continental Line to Governor Hall, February 8, 1783 in Hawes (ed.), "Lach
lan McIntosh Papers," Part VIII, loc. cit., (March, 1956), 68-69, and Georgia 
Gazette, Feb. 27, 1783. 

•• Ed. Penman to Hall, June 6, 1783, Cuyler Collection. 
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Georgia Whigs. 36 Word was received from the Governor of 
North Carolina that the commissioners of Rowan County had 
stopped a group of Negroes belonging to a Georgia Loyalist. 
A request was sent immediately that they be disposed of "in 
the most convenient and advantageous manner," the proceeds 
returned to Georgia to become part of the confiscated prop
erty. 37 

Some slaves got back to Georgia independently, there to 
be "taken up" on the roads by militia patrols or nearby 
planters. Others returned to find themselves subject to con
fiscation and sale to new masters because of the political 
affiliations of former owners. 38 

How many slaves were carried off by British and Loyalist 
evacuees is impossible to say. James Jackson estimated the 
number at between five and six thousand. But the lack or 
inaccessibility of records, and the difficulty of determining 
legal ownership in a region where both King and Patriot 
had held sway made any estimate by an interested contem
porary a blind guess. 39 

Before the recovery of Savannah, the House of Assembly 
declared 278 persons, their "heirs and assigns" to have been 
guilty of treason. Punishment was to be banishment and 
confiscation of their property for the benefit of the State. 
Many left with the British troops. The confiscation program 
yielded substantial sums when good Whigs took possession 
of the valuable estates of Sir James Wright and other office
holders.40 

Shortly after the repossession of Savannah the Executive 
Council took notice of complaints that many banished or 
suspected persons "did remain in Savannah after the evacua
tion by the British, and are now strolling about the streets 
of this 'l.'own ... " The Attorney-General was instructed to 
lodge them in the "common jail of Savannah" pending an 
investigation.41 But self-interest, the healing effect of time, 
and the intercession of many Whigs in behalf of old friends 
all played a part in ameliorating the lot of many of these 
people. 

•• Georgia Gazette, Feb 27, 1783. 
•• E.C. Min., R.R., II, 321. 
•• Georgia Gazette, May 1, 1783, March 11, 1784. 
•• Hawes (ed.), Jackson Papers, 26. 
•• Amanda Johnson, Georgia as Colony and State (Atlanta, 1938), 175-176. 

The text of the confiscation law is in R.R., I, 373-397. 
"E.C. Min., R.R., II, 348 
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Thus a group of "British merchants" resident in Savannah 
under royal authority made an agreement which was vali
dated by a resolution of the Assembly as British troops pre
pared to abandon the town. The merchants promised not to 
take advantage of their temporary monopoly position to 
raise the prices of their goods. In return they were to be 
allowed twelve months to dispose of their property with pro
tection and free egress to any British port.42 This arrange
ment made available goods and supplies which might have 
been destroyed or removed in the evacuation. In February, 
1783, the merchants presented accounts against the State in 
excess of six thousand pounds sterling for supplies furnished. 
The Assembly authorized them to be reimbursed from the 
proceeds of the sales of confiscated property and gave the 
merchants permission to remain in the State until their 
accounts were settled in full. 43 

From time to time the merchants obtained permission to 
go to Charleston on private business, and some were author
ized to procure essential supplies in West Indian ports.44 

Patrick Crookshanks remained year after year, first adver
tising to settle his affairs preparatory to departure, then 
announcing the arrival of a stock of goods for the coming 
season. Finally he was admitted to citizenship rights by 
legislative act in 1787.45 Petitions for favors and reimburse
ment by the "British merchants" caused considerable grum
bling by county grand juries and by correspondents who 
contributed to the Gazette.46 And the "protection" promised 
these merchants by the State could be most illusory as in the 
case of Henry Keal, murdered by four men who escaped.47 

It was possible for suspected individuals to receive per
mission to leave on private matters if they returned within 
a specified period of time. The children of Martin Weather
ford, a Loyalist escaped to East Florida, were permitted to 
join him there under flag of truce. 48 The Whig merchant 
Joseph Olay wrote to former Georgia business men residing 

•• H.J., R.R., III, 121, 269-270. 
•• E.C. Min., R.R., II, 269-270. The merchants' petition is in the Cuyler Col

lection. 
" See Peter Henry Morel to Gov. Martin, Aug. 15, 1782, and the petition 

of John Wallace, Oct. 11, 1782, in the Cuyler Collection. 
•• Georgia Gazette, various issues, 1783-1786; R.R., I, 617. 
•• Georgia Gazette, July 22, 1784, 
"Gov. Martin's proclamation, Nov. 11, 1782, is in the Cuyler Collection. 
•• Petitions of William Struther and John Turner, Cuyler Collection; H.J., 

R.R., III, 23; E.C. Min., R.R., II, 410. 
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in the West Indies and Scotland in order to commence 
new and profitable relationships between those areas and 
Georgia.49 

The return to the state of persons supposedly banished 
made it necessary for the Executive Council to require all 
transients to register with the Attorney-General within 
twenty-four hours of arrival or suffer confinement as enemies 
of the United States.50 Persons desiring to return for perm
anent residence included those who left before hostilities 
began. 51 Others like John Fox, a banished Loyalist, sought 
permission to visit relatives and friends in Georgia before 
England retroceded East Florida to Spain; his banishment 
was repealed in 1787. Four women came in a ship from 
St. Augustine under flag of truce, and having petitioned to 
go ashore, "were indulged and permitted to stroll to their 
former habitations."52 

In some cases the operation of the confiscation law was 
suspended and persons permitted to maintain temporary 
residence while their petitions were under consideration. 
John Butler Maxwell's petition was eventually rejected and 
he was asked to leave. On the other hand, Robert Porteous 
was held prisoner by the sheriff of Chatham County until 
friends interceded. He was released on the condition that he 
leave the state "immediately," but powerful friends inter
ceded, and in 1783 his name was dropped from the confis
cation act. 53 

For practical purposes rare skills tended to weigh more 
heavily than the former political opinions. James Johnston, 
who had edited the Royal Georrgia Gazette during the British 
occupation, resumed publication of his paper under the 
banner of the Gazette of the State of Georrgia in January, 
1783. Shortly afterward he was given the public printing. 
The governor and council permitted Dr. Andrew Johnson to 
remain in order to provide essential medical services for 
residents of Savannah during the unhealthy season. Another 
physician, Dr. Donald McLeod, who was formally charged 
with administering ground glass in medicines to patriot sol
diers during the war, was permitted to remain for six 

•• To Nathaniel Hall, April 16, 1783, Clay Letters, 185. 
•• The order of the Council was printed in the Georgia Gazette, May 15, 1783. 
• 1 Petition of William McKinnon in Cuyler Collection. 
•• Petition of William Fox, April 16, 1783, in Cuyler Collection; R.R., I, 617. 
•• Ibid., 387-388, 390; H.J., R.R., III, 705. 
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months, and in February, 1785, was given State citizenship 
by the Assembly.54 

As time passed, other persons suspected of Tory leanings 
during the war petitioned to have their names removed from 
the confiscation act. The reception accorded such pleas by 
the Assembly depended upon the merits of the individual.55 

Dropping a name from the confiscation law did not auto
matically grant complete forgiveness. An act of amercement 
of August, 1782, listed three groups of persons to be relieved 
from banishment: the first, to pay an amount equal to twelve 
per cent of their real and personal property to the state, the 
second to pay eight per cent, and the third to serve, or find 
a substitute to serve two years in the Continental Army. 
They were prohibited from exercising political rights for 
two years, but the unsold remnant of their property was to 
be restored to them completely.56 

It must not be inferred that Tory-haters sat idly by watch
ing their erstwhile enemies restored to respectability. For 
example, the Liberty country grand jury urged, when inde
pendence seemed assured, that "generous and magnanimous 
sentiments" should prevail toward the former enemy. Six 
months later, however, it resolved that those proscribed be 
forbidden to enter the county, and that persons of similar 
background from other States not be admitted.57 

In Savannah, "Brutus," a contributor to the Gazette, 
called for the end of the experiment in "acts of mercy" by 
the legislature on the grounds that Whigs and Tories were 
"like fire and water, which essay to each other's destruction 
whenever brought into contact."58 A large mass-meeting in 
Savannah drew up resolutions to form an "Association" 
similar to that which operated in the days before the Revolu
tion. Its committee of thirteen leading citizens was instructed 
to urge the governor and council to order immediate expul
sion of those attainted who were still in residence, to enter 
into correspondence with similar committees in other coun-

•• The material on Dr. Johnson is in E.C. Min., R.R., II, 361-362, and in the 
petition of residents of Savannah, August 15, 1782, Cuyler Collection. On 
McLeod see H.J., R.R., III, 409, and R.R., I, 614. 

•• See the petition of Mercy Watts, March 22, 1784, and that of persons in 
behalf of Henry Osborne, (undated) in the Cuyler Collection; see also H.J., 
R.R., III, 406, for the favorable action on the petition of Levi Sheftall. 

•• The general amercement law of 1782 is in C.R., XIX, 152-161, while speci
fied persons were amerced and restored to citizenship rights in an act of Feb. 
21, 1785, in R.R., I, 611-614. 

•• Georgia Gazette, April 24, Sept. 4, 1783. 
""Ibid., July 15, 1784. 
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ties, and to make public report of those who shielded the 
proscribed.59 An organization known as the Citizens Society 
published in the Gazette a card of appreciation to members 
of the legislature for their votes against amercing certain 
persons. Others objected to the provision of the treaty of 
peace with Great Britain which provided that the States 
should allow former Loyalists to return to settle their af
fairs.60 

On the basis of the evidence available it seems clear that 
Georgia had made substantial progress in the first years 
after the Revolution in adjusting to the problems of peace 
and independence. Most of her citizens had returned and 
former British sympathizers were dealt with more grace 
than might have been expected. 

On the other hand, much Georgia property had scattered 
to parts of the British Empire, never to be recovered, and 
the State had not been able to maintain law and order with
in its borders. Independence had been achieved, but only 
the passage of time would enable Georgia's leaders to cope 
with the responsibilities which accompanied freedom. 

•• Ibid., Oct. 2, 9, 1783. 
•• Ibid., Aug. 21, 1783; Feb. 12, 1784. 



THREE SUBURBAN DEVELOPMENTS OF THE 
PRINOIPATE OF HADRIAN 

RICHARD H. CHOWEN 

The campaigns of Trajan brought the Roman Empire to 
the verge of financial exhaustion. By the close of the first 
century of the Principate, war had ceased to pay for itself. 
The booty derived from the Dacian and Mesopotamian cam
paigns was not enough to cover the expense of these vast 
undertakings, and the provinces could no longer bear so 
great a burden. The successor of Trajan was thus obliged to 
play Augustus to Trajan's Oresar. 

In pursuit of his policies of stabilization and restoration, 
the Emperor Hadrian spent approximately ten of the twenty 
years of his reign (A. D. 117-138) traveling through the 
provinces. Of the six years devoted to the first journey, 121 
through 126, his time was divided equally between the two 
halves of the Empire. The Emperor's second trip, made in 
128, consisted of a relatively short visit to Africa, while the 
last great journey, 128 through 132, was devoted entirely 
to the eastern provinces. Hadrian's tour of the western 
provinces was made primarily for the purpose of securing 
the defenses of the West before turning to the East. It was 
on this occasion that the celebrated Wall of Hadrian was 
begun in Britain and possibly the new defenses of Verula
mium, following an insurrection of the Brigantes a few 
years before.1 On the Emperor's second journey to the East, 
he went by way of Athens, where he dedicated the works 
which he had begun there in 125, including the Olympieion 
and possibly Hadrianopolis.2 From Athens Hadrian sailed 
for Ephesis, visiting in succession Asia, Oappadocia, Syria, 
Palestine, Arabia Petrrea, and Egypt. While in Arabia 
Petrrea, the Emperor visited Gerasa, where a commemorative 
arch was erected and dedicated to him.3 

The Principate of Hadrian, accordingly, represents an era 
of peace, internal improvement, general prosperity, and ex-

1 Scriptores Historite Augustte (hereinafter referred to as S.H.A.), Hadrian, 
XI, 1; Corpus Inscriptionem Latinarum (hereinafter referred to as C.I.L.), 
X, 5829. 

• S .H.A ., Hadrian, XIII, 7; F. Gregerovius, The Emperor H adrien, trans. 
Mary E. Robinson (London, 1898), 139, holds that the Olympieion was not 
dedicated until A.D. 132 on the occasion of a possible third visit of Hadrian 
to Athens. Wilhelm Weber, Untersuchungen Zur Geschichta des Kaisers 
Hadrianus (Liepzig, 1907), 266 ff., holds that only the cella was finished in 
128 and that it was dedicated at that time. 

• W. F. Stinespring, "Hadrian in Palestine, 129-130 A.D.," Journal of the 
American Oriental Society, 59 (1939), 360 ff. 
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tensive urban development. Cities in financial straits, in 
need of essential public works, or even complete restoration, 
could expect assistance from Rome. This was true also of 
cities which had expanded beyond their old limits and which 
were eager to incorporate the exposed suburban area within 
a new circuit of walls. 

By the first quarter of the second century, three cities at 
least are known to have expanded beyond their old walls, 
and, in anticipation of continued growth and increasing 
prosperity, to have incorporated a large and fast-developing 
area within the new walls. Two of these cities were located 
in the eastern provinces, and one was located in the west. 
The first and most famous of the eastern cities was Athens. 
The second was Gerasa in Arabia Petrrea. The third and 
western city was Verulamium in Roman Britain. The two 
things these three cities had in common in the second cen
tury were expansion beyond their original walls and the 
subsequent incorporation of the new area within a new cir
cuit of walls. 

It has been suggested that the suburban extension of 
Gerasa is reminiscent of the establishment of Hadrianopolis 
in South Athens.'' Actually, the developments at Gerasa and 
Athens were, in 130, both reminiscent of a similar and earlier 
development at Verulamium. All three of these cities fol
lowed the same pattern of expansion, and Verulamium in 
this case precedes the others in time. The western city an
ticipated the plan for the subsequent walled extensions of 
the two eastern cities. 

In the case of Athens a suburban area had grown up be
yond the walls by 125. This area included a district between 
the walls of Themistocles and the Ilissus, to the east of the 
Acropolis. Hadrian incorporated this area into the city as 
a new quarter which he called "Hadrianopolis." The wall 
surrounding the new district enclosed an area equal in size 
to about one-fourth of the total area of the old city and was 
pierced by at least two gates. The new rampart was con
structed with a base built of cut blocks of conglomerate, 
which supported a wall of coarse bricks. 5 To supply the new 
city with water, Hadrian began the construction of a new 
aqueduct which was finally completed in 140 by Antonius 

• C. H. Kr::eling, "The History of Gerasa," Gerasa, City of the Decopolis, 
C. H. Kr::eling (ed.), (American School of Oriental Research, 1938), 51. 

• Paul Graindor, Athetus Sous Hadrian (Cairo, 1934), 226. 
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Pius. 6 Aside from the people already living in the new dis
trict east of the old wall, it has been suggested that a new 
population made up of volunteers was introduced into this 
area. 7 If this is true, it indicates that an undeveloped area 
had been included within the circuit of the new wall. 

Associated in every instance with suburban expansion is 
the erection of a commemorative arch at the principal gate. 
Bonded into the wall of Hadrianopolis near the northwest 
corner of the Olympieion stood the arch of Hadrian. This 
rather mean structure was composed of a single low arch 
flanked by two pilasters with Corinthian capitals. Mounted 
above the cornice of the lower part of the gate stood an attic 
which, in form, affected a Corinthian portico. Both sides of 
the arch were identical in design, each having an inscription 
announcing the division between Athens proper and Hadrian
opolis, the New Athens.8 At Gerasa and Verulamium similar 
arches appear to have been erected. 

In the winter of 129-130 Hadrian, with his military body 
guard, the Equites Singulares Imperatoris) paid a visit to 
Gerasa.9 Hadrian's presence in the city is attested by the 
great number of litigants who repaired to the Artemis 
Propylrea that their pleas might be heard by the Emperor.10 

In commemoration of the imperial visit, an arch was erected 
and dedicated to Hadrian. The dedicatory inscription is 
dated the year 192 of the era of Gerasa, which is the year 
130 of the Christian era.11 The nature and location of this 
arch, together with its inscription, provides the key to the 
true intentions of Hadrian at Gerasa. This arch had long 
been regarded as simply a commemorative monument. Re
cent archreological investigations, however, have revealed 
its true purpose. 

Approaching Gerasa from the south, the first monument 
the traveler sees is the arch of Hadrian. It stands out a con
siderable distance from the city just over the edge of a small 
ridge and directly over the road leading from the south gate 

• C.I.L., 3, 549. 
• Graindor, op.cit., 193. 
• lnscriptiones Gra!Ca!, 3, 401. 
• G. L. Cheesman, "An Inscription of the Equites Singulares Imperatoris 

from Gerasa," Journal of Roman Studies, IV ( 1914), 14. 
1° C. B. Wells, "The Inscriptiones," sec. 2. Gerasa, City of the Decopolis, 

C. H. Kr:l!!ing (ed.), (American School of Oriental Research, 1938), inscrip
tion no. 144, 425. 

11 W. F. Stinespring, "The Inscription of the Triumphal Arch at Gerash," 
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, 56 (1934), 15-16; 
Stinespring, "Hadrian in Palestine, 129-130 A.D.," loc. cit., 362. 
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of the city. Just north of the arch and adjacent to the left 
side of the road lie the remains of a hippodrome. As seen 
from the city then, the arch is partly obscured by the ridge. 
This would indicate that the builders of the arch were 
limited as to their choice of location. The limitation imposed 
may have risen from the position of the hippodrome, which 
occupied part of the ridge and the valley to the west. This 
structure, behind the arch, must have formed part of a new 
plan for the extension of Gerasa with the arch serving as a 
memorial to Hadrian as well as a city gate.12 

The central structure of the arch itself was in size and 
design typical of the triumphal arches of this period, with 
a large central passageway flanked by two smaller arches.18 

The three passageways were identical in structure. They were 
roofed by barrel vaults, which sprang from a higher level 
than the outside arches and hence were larger in radius.14 
Over a section of the east and west faces of the arch, on the 
flanks, there were found alternate courses of untrimmed 
masonry projecting from the surface. The attic was pierced 
lengthwise, east and west, by a continuous passage inacces
sible from below. This passage would have provided a means 
of communication between the two parts of the wall into 
which the arch was bonded.15 

The archways themselves had been equipped with doors and 
with a device for closing them, for in the side passageways 
were sockets which must have once hinged great wooden 
doors. The remains of door sockets were also found in the 
central arch.16 Aside from this arrangement, an even more 
interesting doorway, was found in the west side of the arch, 
which was obviously designed to close off the passage through 
the attic. 17 

With respect to the dedicatory inscription, it is significant 
that it was placed on the north side of the gate, facing the 
city, not on the side approached by travelers. Finally, the 
inscription itself refers to the structure as a pule rather than 
as a a,psis. 18 

12 Krreling, "The History of Gerasa," loc. cit., 50. 
18 A. H. Detweiler, "The Triumphal Arch," Gerasa, City of the Decopolis, 

C. H. Krreling (ed.), (American School of Oriental Research), 1938, 74. 
"Ibid., 79. 
1 • Krreling, "The History of Gerasa," loc. cit., 50. 
10 Detweiler, "The Triumphal Arch," loc. cit., 79-80. 
11 Ibid., 80-81. 
1 • Krreling, "The History of Gerasa," loc. cit., 50. 
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Thus it is clear that the evidence points toward the pro
posed building of a suburban extension of Gerasa similar to 
that at Athens. In the time of Vespasian, Gerasa had hardly 
been built up within the old walls. In the prosperity which 
followed the reign of Trajan, however, the size of the city 
increased, and many citizens settled beyond the walls in the 
area immediately behind Hadrian's Arch. Had this area been 
enclosed by a wall bonded in the arch, the city would have 
increased the size of its territory by about one-third of its 
old dimension.19 Gerasa may have anticipated future expan
sion in the light of its present prosperity in the second 
century. 

The inspiration for the extension of Gerasa, however, was 
not necessarily furnished by the example of Hadrianopolis 
at Athens. The probable inspiration, if any, may have come 
from a source that could have been common to both of these 
developments, namely, the expansion under Hadrian of 
Verulamium in Britain. 

Within a few years after 43 the main roads of Britain 
were surveyed and constructed. One of the principal high
ways laid out at this time was the celebrated Watling Street, 
which proceeded north from London. At a short distance to 
the north of London was situated an old settlement of the 
Belgoo. This town stood not far from the present site of 
modern St. Albans. Watling Street, however, by-passed this 
Belgic city, having been laid out along the bottom of the 
valley just below the settlement. This street served as an 
arterial highway draining the hinterland of England and 
thus as the principal channel of commerce from the sea to 
the interior. For this reason the population on the plateau 
above, where the city stood, moved down the slopes of the 
valley and established a new town adjacent to Watling 
Street. This movement began around A. D. 50, and within 
eighteen years the town now known as Verulamium, was 
accorded the rank of M unicipium. 20 

Prior to 61 Verulamium was an open city and hence was 
easily destroyed during the revolt of Boudicca. Thus only 
after its restoration did the city receive its first walls, the 
only remaining vestige of which is a fragmentary earth work 
called the fosse. This fosse consists of a bank thirty feet 

'"Ibid., 50. 
20 R. E. M. Wheeler and T. V. Wheeler, Verulamium, a Belgic and Two 

Roman Cities, "Reports of the Research Committee of the Society of An
tiquaries of London," XI (Oxford, 1936), 24. 
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wide, an inner retaining wall of turves and a ditch forty to 
fifty feet wide and twelve to twenty feet deep. Today only 
a corner of the fosse to the west of the later walls survives.21 

With continued prosperity Verulamium began to expand 
beyond the old walls. Always moving south toward London, 
the new structures straggled out along Watling Street re
maining as close as possible to this important highway. Thus 
it was that Verulamium, by the second century, exhibited 
the same signs of over-development as were apparent at 
Athens and Gerasa. For this reason the British city was 
remodeled some time amound 119. No inscription has sur
vived, however, to confirm the exact date. The evidence as 
to the date of this event is entirely archffiological, but at the 
same time it is sufficiently trustworthy to enable one to 
place the new development in the second quarter of the 
second century. This was a period of great prosperity 
throughout the Empire, in which both Verulamium and 
Gerasa seem to have participated. At Verulamium old timber 
structures were replaced by stone, and the houses were now 
provided with mosaic floors. It was in this period that the 
theatre was built. Everywhere there were signs of increased 
prosperity. The time had come, therefore, to take in the 
suburbs. To accomplish this, it was apparently decided that 
the old city walls might just as well be abandoned in favor 
of an entirely new circuit of walls built to include that por
tion of the town which lay outside the old walls.22 

Since Verulamium now clung to Watling Street, the north
west corner, the farthest point from the highway, was aban
doned along with the old wall which enclosed this district. 
The new walls were designed to exclude it and to enclose 
an area of 200 acres which would include the remainder of 
the old town with its suburban extension south of the old, 
wall. Then the old wall, which would then have divided these 
districts, was simply torn down. The new defenses were more 
elaborate than the old. They now included an earthen bank 
fronted by a brick-laced flint wall with projecting round
fronted towers and large gateways. The gateways, like the 
wall, were provided with towers. The entire circuit of the 
wall was surrounded by a ditch. This new design included 
two-thirds of the old town, the existing southerly extension 
together with a further undeveloped stretch of Watling 

21 Ibid., 25. 
22 Ibid., 26-27. 
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Street beyond this point.28 This development was therefore 
essentially the same as that at Athens and Gerasa. 

The district to the south of the new suburban area that 
was included within the new walls of Verulamium was never 
filled. 24 The era of prosperity did not last, and its promise 
went unfulfilled. Possibly this explains why the triumphal 
arch which was raised in the new portion of the city was 
placed just inside of the south gate at the southern limit 
of the new settlement. The foundation of this southern arch 
is forty-seven feet in length and fourteen to fifteen feet in 
width. While little detail of the superstructure has survived, 
the proportions of the foundation indicate a double archway. 
The arches were eleven feet in width. This southern arch 
can be dated not earlier than the beginning of the second 
century. No dedicatory inscription has been found but it is 
likely that this arch was constructed after the close of 
Hadrian's reign. The new walls, however, are of an earlier 
date than the arch. 25 

R. E. M. Wheeler concludes, "on all grounds, positive 
and negative, the evidence abundantly confirms a date not 
later than the second century A. D. for the refortification of 
Verulamium, with a strong indication that the work occurred 
rather in the reign of Hadrian than in that of Pius."26 The 
latest coin sealed in the new walls was a dupondius of 
Hadrian, in good condition, which can be dated between 
118 and 119. Hence the walls are not earlier than 119. The 
mass of pottery sealed by the new defenses represents types 
not later than around 120.27 These dates for the expansion 
of Verulamium, as well as those of the walls of Athens and 
Gerasa, coincide nicely with the chronology of Hadrian's 
travels. 

The Emperor was in Britain sometime around 120 or 121 
and in Athens in 125 and again in 128 and 129. Finally, he 
visited Gerasa in 130. It is thus possible that Hadrian found 
his inspiration for the building of Hadrianopolis at Athens 
and the extension of Gerasa in the earlier reconstruction of 
Verulamium. Accordingly, it is more than probable that 
Roman Britain, in this instance, served as a model for sim
ilar developments in the rest of the Empire. 

•• Ibid., 56, 76. 
•• Ibid., 122. 
•• Ibid., 76-77. 
•• Ibid., 75. 
•• Ibid., 74-75. 



JOHN C. CALHOUN AND THE REMOVAL OF 
THE CHOCTAW INDIANS 

ARTHUR H. DE ROSIER 

On October 10, 1817, President James Monroe offered the 
War Department portfolio to John C. Calhoun of South 
Carolina. Ignoring the advice of friends, the young Carolin
ian accepted the office even though it was considered a 
political graveyard and three other appointees had refused 
the position. 1 During the next seven and one-half years 
Calhoun diligently applied himself to reorganizing the neg
lected office and, as a result, was hailed by many as the 
"Father of the War Department" when he retired in 1825.2 

Niles Register commented: "Judging from the various re
ports that all of us have seen from the War Department, 
the order and harmony, regularity and promptitude, punc
tuality and responsibility, introduced by Mr. Calhoun in 
every branch of service, have never been rivaled, and per
haps cannot be excelled; and it must be recollected that he 
brought this system out of chaos."3 

In part, Calhoun gained the title because of his handling 
of the American Indians. He worked closely with Thomas 
L. McKenney, the Superintendent of Indian Trade, to insure 
that the Indians were fairly treated by white traders and 
merchants. When Congress abolished the Bureau of Indian 
Trade in 1822, Calhoun organized the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs and appointed McKenney as its head, utilizing his 
expert advice in the handling of Indian affairs.4 He also 
eliminated numerous undesirable Indian Agents and re
placed them with honest, hardworking men who could be 
accepted by the Indians as friends. 11 But above all, he stopped 
the aimless, drifting, non-existent American Indian policy 
and adopted a definite plan. 

Calhoun's formula was fairly simple; he believed that by 
1818 the majority of Indians were losing their war-like 
nature because of the growth and advance of the United 

1 Margaret L. Coit, John C. Calhoun American Portrait (Boston, 1950), 126. 
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States. They were becoming helpless, and as the frontier 
expanded would become more and more dependent on the 
Federal Government. The Indian was no longer an object 
of terror, he reasoned, and the government should recognize 
that fact by adopting a policy of "humanitarianism and fair 
dealing"6 to replace the outdated policy of retaliation.7 

The first step in his new plan was to eliminate the govern
mental policy of recognizing the Indians as independent 
nations. The United States should possess the sole determina
tion of what was good or bad for the Indians. "By a proper 
combination of force and persuasion, of punishment and 
rewards," Calhoun wrote, "they ought to be brought within 
the pales of law and civilization." Once American laws had 
superseded the vague Indian customs and manners, the 
second step could be initiated, which would be to convince 
the Indians that they ought to confine themselves to a 
specific "reasonable" area. The area would then be divided 
among families so that the concept of individual ownership 
of property would be introduced into the Indian culture.9 

To facilitate this concession, the government would solemnly 
promise that no further territory would be acquired from 
the Indians.10 

This in essence was the Calhoun program, but the secre
tary felt that it had to be carried one step further. How 
could he insure the continuance of his program after he left 
the War Department? His answer was by educating the In
dians. The Government through missionary societies, an
nuities, and special funds would instill the Indian children 
with such ideas as sanctity of contract, individual ownership, 
obedience toward law, and other valuable tenets of a demo
cratic society. When they were educated, they could begin 
to participate in all of the civil and political rights that the 
states were willing to extend to them.11 

In general, the program was paternal, moderate, and ex
ceedingly optimistic. Time and again Calhoun emphasized 
that force would never be used to implement his program, 

• Charles M. Wiltse, John C. Calhoun Nationalist, 1782-1828 (Indianapolis 
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but he was pessimistic over the ultimate fate of the Indians 
if his plan was not adopted. "It is only by causing our 
opinion of their interest to prevail," he wrote, "that they 
can be civilized and saved from extinction."12 There was no 
middle ground; either adopt the program or the Indian was 
doomed. Whether or not Calhoun's system could have saved 
the American Indians the suffering they were to endure 
throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century is purely 
speculative. The fact is that his proposals were almost com
pletely ignored by Congress, and it was not until the late 
nineteenth century that his ideas were revived and adopted 
as the basic American policy. While it can be noted that edu
cation did flourish in many tribes, it was due mainly to the 
several missionary societies and not the United States Gov
ernment. 

Once the new plan was formulated, the Secretary of War 
tried to put it into operation among one of the most civilized 
and numerous tribes in the country-the Choctaw of Missis
sippi. As early as November, 1817, he wrote to Choctaw 
Agent John McKee, a :firm believer in moderation, expre~sing 
President Monroe's desire for a cession of land in Missis
sippi.13 However, it was not until the President presented 
his :first annual message to Congress on December 2, 1817, 
that Calhoun elaborated on the reasons for a cession by stat
ing that "no tribe or people have a right to withhold [land] 
from the wants of others more than is necessary for their 
own support and comfort."14 Here was a warning to the 
Choctaw, for Calhoun believed they possessed entirely too 
much land for only 21,000 tribesmen. He wanted the Indians 
to confine themselves to a limited area and cede their surplus 
land to the United States.15 To effect such a cession, Agent 
McKee was appointed head of a three-man commission in 
May, 1818, to negotiate with the Choctaw chiefs for an east
west strip of land in the southern part of the N ation. 16 

McKee's instructions were important because for the :first 
time it was suggested that the Choctaw move west of the 
Mississippi River. Although Calhoun did not demand re-

12 Jbid; Southern Galaxy (Natchez), March 11, 1830. 
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moval west as a condition for negotiations, he did hope that 
the Choctaw would accept his advice so that their education 
would go on unhampered by the white people of Mississippi.17 

Throughout the negotiations both the Secretary and John 
McKee considered the effort premature and doomed to fail: 
ure. Their doubts were confirmed when the Choctaw met in 
council in October, 1818, and unanimously voted against 
a cession. However, McKee wrote Calhoun that the opposi
tion "originated entirely with the half-breeds and white men 
residing in the country .... " He further stated that after 
talking to some of the influential chiefs it was the opinion 
of the commission that the Indians would agree to a cession 
at a later date. Therefore, he suggested that the government 
postpone all removal efforts for at least one year.18 

Despite the initial failure of the removal program, the 
War Department continued to urge its adoption.19 President 
Monroeis second annual message restated his stand on the 
abolition of independent nations: "To civilize them, and even 
to prevent their extinction, it seems to be indispensable that 
their independence as communities should cease, and that 
control of the United States over them should be complete 
and undisputed."2° Calhoun's plan was reinforced by other 
important personages who urged the adoption of his ideas. 
Governor David Holmes of Mississippi, for instance, was a 
constant supporter, stating that the Choctaw must be moved 
west so that the Pearl River could be completely opened for 
navigation.21 General Andrew Jackson also urged removal 
as a necessity for the growth of the Southwest. He warned 
the Choctaw that they must leave soon, prophesying that if 
they waited too long the government would resort to a differ
ent program.22 The War Department disapproved of Jack
son's threats, but the frontier general disregarded all orders 
and warnings and even drew up terms for Indian removal. 
He told James Pitchlynn, a half-breed Choctaw chief with 
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considerable influence, that his people would receive equal 
lands, compensations for their improvements in Mississippi, 
guns, blankets, household utensiles and government provi
sions until they could harvest their :first crop.23 Jackson even 
wrote Calhoun, personally advising him to adopt a more 
coercive policy. He wrote: "Policy alone introduced the 
measure of treating with our won subjects (for such I con
sider the Indians) and this policy was correct so long as the 
arm of government was insufficient to carry into effect the 
legislative regulations, but, the strength of our Nation is 
now sufficient to effect any object, which its wisdom, human
ity and justice, may please to adopt, with regard to those 
unfortunate people."24 

In August, 1819, at the urging of General Jackson and 
Agent McKee, Calhoun decided to attempt another removal 
treaty. Jackson bombarded him with testimonials from 
Indians which stated that they were ready to remove, and 
he even secured a promise from James Pitchlynn that over 
three hundred Choctaw families were anxious to move west.25 

But Jackson's contentions had no basis in fact, for as soon 
as the Choctaw convened in general council they again voted 
overwhelmingly against removal. Speaking for his Nation, 
the great medal chief Pushmataha answered the Calhoun 
proposal. "This day we have made up our minds deliberately 
to answer our great father's talk .... I am sorry I cannot 
comply with the request of my father .... We wish to remain 
here, where we have grown up as the herbs of the woods; 
and do not wish to be transplanted into another soil."26 

After two futile attempts it would appear that there was 
little chance that the United States would ever secure a 
cession without resorting to force, but Calhoun unequivo
cally refused to compel any tribe to move from its lands. 
Yet the government's position was far from hopeless. In the 
:first place, Pitchlynn did have a small nucleus of Choctaw 
who were favorable to removal.27 On January 29, 1820, Pitch
lynn wrote President Monroe that Redford and the chief 
captains of the Six Towns "requested me to send this talk 
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to you that we think it injustice that a part of our Nation 
should reside on the United States lands ... it is the wish of 
this part of the Choctaw Nation to cede their lands to you 
for lands west of the Mississippi. ... "28 Again, the govern
ment's position was strengthened through the public opinion 
for removal which had developed in Mississippi. The Missis
sippi G~ette reported that the governor, legislature, and 
people of Mississippi were grossly "annoyed" with the Indian 
problem, and suggested that they be removed from the lands 
"which they hold to the great detriment of this state .. ... " 29 

Even Calhoun by April, 1820, felt that after two years of 
education in the missionary schools of Mississippi the 
Choctaw were beginning to realize the value of moving west 
to avoid future contact with the white people.30 

To satisfy the rising public opinion and to augment the 
Indian group favoring removal, President Monroe on May 
23, 1820, appointed Thomas Hinds of Mississippi and An
drew Jackson of Tennessee, both popular frontier generals 
and feared Indian fighters, as commissioners to treat with 
the Choctaw. In accepting his appointment, however, Jackson 
demanded complete freedom to negotiate in his own man
ner. 31 Calhoun balked at the suggestion but finally allowed 
the commission a free hand except in the determination of 
the area to be ceded.32 He also remained adamant against 
the use of force. Jackson was not to intimidate the Choctaw 
in any way. If news of any threat of force reached the War 
Office, Calhoun reserved the right to reject any suggested 
treaty. 

During the next four months, the commissioners prepared 
to meet the Choctaw in council at Doak's Stand. They care
fully circulated propaganda throughout the Nation and took 
special care to see that certain inducements were offered to 
key Choctaw half-breeds. Jackson wrote Calhoun that "res
ervations will have to be made to some of the half-breeds 
who have a wish to remain before their consent can be ob-
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tained."33 The commissioners secured liberal funds to pur
chase supplies for the treaty grounds, and Jackson used 
some of the money for presents to be distributed among the 
Choctaw chiefs and captains. Despite these preparations, it 
was actually the personality of Jackson that brought about 
the Treaty of Doak's Stand. No American was as feared and 
honored among the Choctaw Nation as was Jackson. They 
had fought with him and respected his leadership, and they 
had also witnessed his ruthless suppression of the Creeks. 
Determined that no such fate would befall their tribe, the 
Choctaw leaders decided to gratify his desire for a cession.34 

This treaty of 1820 was the culmination of Calhoun's 
moderate Indian policy. No force was actually employed yet 
a large area in central Mississippi was ceded to the United 
States for an equally large area in western Arkansas and 
Oklahoma. Land was all that America secured, however, for 
the treaty failed to move the Choctaw west of the Missis
sippi.35 Most of them simply moved into the remainder of 
their lands, and by 1829 less than seven hundred Choctaw 
had left the State.36 The Indians loved their lands and were 
not going to surrender their heritage voluntarily as long 
as the United States Government would protect them against 
encroachments of the white citizens of Mississippi. 

The Choctaw cession did not go unnoticed for it was a 
landmark in American-Indian relations. The people of Mis
sissippi were elated, but the white settlers in the Arkansas 
Territory were inflamed against the Federal Government 
for giving some of their lands to the Indians.37 Territorial 
Representative James W. Bates bitterly criticized Calhoun 
for condoning a treaty that would force almost one-third of 
the population to surrender its land to the Choctaw. He fur
ther stated that the land to be ceded, between the Arkansas 
and Red Rivers, was the most fertile in the whole territory 
and such a loss would set Arkansas back fifty years in its 
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homa see, "Indian Land Cessions in the United States," House Document 736, 
56th Congress, 1st Session, 700. 
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march toward statehood.38 Calhoun was deluged by protests 
from citizens in Arkansas, both in private letters and through 
the territorial newspaper, the Arkansas Gazette. In one 
editorial after another he was accused of trying to make 
Arkansas into another "Botany Bay,"39 and was blamed for 
"destroying the peace and happiness of a large portion of 
our citizens."40 On November 25, 1820, the Mississippi Ga
zette answered the Arkansas newspaper in a paternalistic 
manner. It suggested that Arkansas accept the Indian bur
den until statehood was secured, at which time the citizens 
could force the Indians further west into another territory.41 

Calhoun ignored the numerous protests and prepared to 
carry out the stipulations of the treaty. On January 26, 1821, 
he informed Agent McKee that the United States Surveyor, 
Colonel Freeman, had been appointed to survey the new 
Choctaw boundary in Mississippi. 42 He also appointed an
other surveyor, Henry Downs, to run the altered boundary 
line in Arkansas. His instructions to Downs were important, 
for they showed that even though he accepted the Treaty of 
1820 he was not blind to the land problem it created in 
Arkansas. He told Downs to survey the actual boundary set 
up by the treaty and further advised him to run another 
unofficial line which would give the Choctaw the same acre
age without upsetting the status quo among the whites. 43 

To put this plan into operation he appointed Edmund Fol
som, a long time resident in the Choctaw Nation, to guide 
the Choctaw west. He instructed Folsom to try to settle the 
Indians as far away from the white people as possible so 
that a future alteration of the existing line could be accom
plished without a further dislocation of the inhabitants.44 

Calhoun then took steps to comply with the treaty re
quirements for removal. Sixty-five thousand dollars was 
appropriated and McKenney was instructed to send five 
hundred blankets, kettles, and rifles, plus one thousand 
pounds of rifle powder and lead to Natchez, Mississippi. 

•• James W. Bates to John C. Calhoun, November 28, 1820, Letters Received 
by Secretary of War 1801-1860 (War Department, National Archives). 

•• Clarence Edwin Carter (ed.), The Territorial Papers of the United States 
(Washington, 1938), XIX, 245. 

•• Arkansas Gazette (Little Rock), November 25, 1820. 
"The Mississippi State Gazette (Natchez), November 25, 1820, March 31, 

1821. 
•• John C. Calhoun to John McKee, January 26, 1821, Letters Sent, Indian 

Affairs (War Department, National Archives). 
••John C. Calhoun to Henry Downs, March 27, 1821, ibid. 
"American State Papers, VI, 394. 
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These items, plus corn and meat, were only to be issued to 
those Choctaw who would move to the new territory.411 

In almost every letter concerning the removal the Secre
tary urged frugality, and he was quick to take advantage 
of any opportunity to economize. For example, when he 
learned that the items sent to Natchez were not all used by 
the few Choctaw who participated in the western trek, he 
wrote the new Choctaw Agent, William Ward:46 "You will 
endeavor to get them off in payment of the annuity, or in 
any other way that may present itself and which you think 
advantageous to the U. States."47 Calhoun's economical 
removal policy was doomed to failure, however, when one 
of the ships transporting more than half of the goods for 
removal was captured by pirates or lost in a storm. 48 After 
an initial loss of temper, the frugal secretary replaced the 
lost goods and adopted an even more thrifty policy. 

Throughout the years 1821 and 1822, Calhoun unsuccess· 
fully endeavored to move the Choctaw west to Oklahoma. 
He tried to urge upon them the fact that they had only a 
maximum of twelve months, since the signing of the Treaty 
of Doak's Stand, to receive full value for their improvements 
in Mississippi.49 When this warning failed to impress them 
he promised to build a road through the Nation to facilitate 
their exodus, 110 and he even offered to increase the rations 
to be distributed to all emigrating Choctaw.111 All of the 
efforts went for nought, however, and in November, 1821, 
Calhoun admitted that, "from the latest accounts from the 
Choctaw Nation there is great reason to believe that very 
few, if any of that Nation are inclined at present to emigrate 
west of the Mississippi."112 

Even Edmund Folsom, who was appointed in April, 1821, 
admitted by November that it was impossible to move the 
Choctaw because of their reluctance to leave Mississippi. He 

•• Ibid., 393-94. 
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blamed the half-breeds and white men in the Nation for his 
failure, complaining that they continually lectured the In
dians on their rights and privileges under the terms of the 
Treaty. Folsom pleaded with the Secretary for more funds 
to combat their influence and in return promised a full scale 
removal by late 1822.53 Calhoun refused the request but 
retaliated against the Choctaw by instructing Ward not to 
deliver any presents to the chiefs until they agreed to move 
west. 54 This action prompted a Mississippi newspaper to 
imply that Calhoun was trying to "Pay Off" the Choctaw if 
they would leave the state. 55 

By 1823 it was evident to the President, Congress, and 
Calhoun that the Treaty of 1820 had failed. 56 The Carolinian 
readily admitted that the Choctaw preferred Mississippi, but 
he falsely reasoned that their reluctance to move stemmed 
from the fact that the Arkansas boundary was still unset
tled. 57 Such a misconception was prompted by the fact that 
the few Choctaw who had moved to Arkansas became so 
confused as to the limits of their holdings that many re
turned east to convince their brethren to remain in Missis
sippi. 5s 

To eliminate this complaint, Agent William Ward started 
a movement to renegotiate portions of the Treaty of Doak's 
Stand.59 Calhoun enthusiastically accepted the suggestion 
as a panacea for the removal problem and allowed Ward to 
suggest a new treaty to the Choctaw chiefs. In response, the 
Indians agreed to send a commission to Washington to meet 
with the Secretary of War.60 This suggestion did not meet 
with Calhoun's approval for he never relished the task of 
entertaining Indian commissions in Washington, but when 
they promised to send a small delegation of only seven men 
he reluctantly extended an invitation for a meeting in June, 
1824.61 
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Once Calhoun agreed to a meeting in Washington, he 
went to great lengths to insure that it was successful. He 
secured $10,000 from Congress62 and prepared an economical 
but adequate reception for the chiefs, which contained an 
allowance for expenses. The stipend included a whiskey 
allowance of three dollars a day for each commissioner which, 
to the amazement of Washington society, was entirely in
adequate, for the commissioners averaged eight dollars and 
twenty-one cents a day for whiskey over a period of three 
months.63 The secretary even consented to a Choctaw request 
to increase the delegation from seven to twelve. 64 

Despite the preparations, Calhoun found the whole experi
ence exasperating. For example, negotiations were supposed 
to commence on June 15, but as a result of the Indian dis
regard for punctuality it was not until November 9 that the 
Choctaw reached the capital city. 65 At the first session the 
secretary of war offered to settle the boundary question by 
removing all of the Choctaw in Arkansas to an enlarged area 
in Oklahoma.66 He stated that once the Indians moved west 
of the white settlers they could permanently establish their 
new nation. With an unusual lack of foresight, he promised 
that the white man would never venture past the Arkansas 
boundary line and would leave the whole west as far as 
Mexico open to the Indians.67 Calhoun also requested a fur
ther cession of land in Mississippi which was emphatically 
refused. He then softened his request by asking for only a 
small area near Monroe County, Mississippi, to enable that 
section of the state to set up a judicial district, but the 
Choctaw unalterably refused to cede any land east of the 
Mississippi River.68 They did show interest, however, in 
settlement of the Arkansas boundary question.69 Throughout 
his talks with the Indians the secretary was courteous and 
thoughtful and refrained from demanding compliance with 
any of his proposals, but rather allowed all suggestions to 
be debated and compromised. 
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When Calhoun learned of the Choctaw determination to 
remain in Mississippi, he turned his full attention to the 
western boundary. He stated that only a complete removal 
would satisfy the government and offered the following set
tlement: $5,000 in cash, and, $6,000 annually for ten years 
with at least three thousand of the sum going for education. 70 

The Choctaw delegation was insulted by the pittance offered 
and abruptly terminated the negotiations by preparing to 
return to Mississippi. Frantically, Calhoun offered them all 
sorts of informal inducements to remain and conclude a 
treaty. He requested that they present to the war depart
ment a list of demands so that a compromise could be ef
fected. That was exactly what the shrewd chiefs had ex
pected, and they presented a long list of demands that over
whelmed the unsuspecting secretary of war. They demanded 
complete compliance with the Treaty of 1820, $30,000 worth 
of presents over a two-year period, $9,000 a year for twenty 
years to support a mechanical institution among the Choc
taw, the same amount to educate their children in colleges 
or institutions in the Nation, and $3,000 a year for twenty 
years to be appropriated for the education of the Choctaw 
beyond the Mississippi River.71 These demands show that the 
Choctaw were vitally interested in education, which was an 
integral part of the Calhoun program. They stated to the 
Secretary : "The price we ask may be more than has been 
usually given for value. We wish our children educated . ... 
We feel our ignorance, and we begin to see the benefits of 
education. We are, therefore, anxious that our rising genera
tion should acquire a knowledge of literature and the arts, 
and learn to travel in those paths which have conducted 
your people, by regular generations to their present summit 
of wealth and greatness.m2 

During the next two months the terms were debated and 
finally on January 20, 1825, both sides accepted a compro
mise settlement and a treaty was signed. The terms included, 
(1) a six thousand dollars perpetual annuity to be sold or 
continued by the Choctaw any time after twenty years, (2) 
six thousand dollars for sixteen years as promised in the 
Treaty of 1820, ( 3) the United States would relinquish all 
claims to back debts owed by the Choctaw, ( 4) the Federal 
Government would compensate all Choctaw who fought in 

•• Ibid. 
n Ibid., 552. 
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the War of 1812,73 (5) the Choctaw would evacuate all of 
the Arkansas lands. 74 These terms show that the Indians 
were skillful negotiators and that Calhoun was willing to 
compromise to secure an equitable settlement of the out
standing differences. 

The Treaty of 1825 ended Calhoun's relations with the 
Choctaw Indians, for shortly thereafter he left the War De
partment. In summing up the merits of his policy, it would 
seem at :first glance that his plan was a miserable failure. 
But his policy was more than just one of removal, it was 
also one of fairness and equality, in which regard he did 
not fail. He constantly refused to resort to a militant policy 
to achieve his aims. He practically stood alone against the 
new nationalism of the 1820's in demanding that his mod
erate policy be given a fair trial despite the resentment of 
the frontier. It was only with the coming of Andrew Jackson 
to the presidency in 1829 that a new policy was introduced 
which not only disregarded moderation but the American 
Indian as well. 

•• Ibid., 554. 
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